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The Reddings Primary and Nursery School

Monday 25 January 2021
Dear Parents,
We would like to take this opportunity again to thank you all for supporting your children with their remote learning. We
understand that this is a challenge, but we are very impressed with the quality of much of the work children are producing
and the level of encouragement and guidance you as parents are providing.
We are required by the DFE to monitor the engagement of remote learning, and those children accessing Seesaw and
uploading work each day. Every teacher keeps a record of daily participation and shares this information with the senior
team. We have a protocol in place for tracking the children who are not regularly uploading completed work and for
communicating outcomes of our monitoring with yourselves, this is as follows.
If children are unwell, parents should report absence as normal to the school office.
If children do not access remote learning and upload completed work 2 or more days in a week the staff will follow a
process of communication with parents, including email and phone correspondence from both teachers and senior leaders.
Seesaw log in details will be re -issued and staff will endeavour to offer support to ensure work is able to be uploaded by all
children each day.
We are so proud of the whole school community and know that the vast majority of children are engaging regularly and
are enjoying completing their remote learning. We are also appreciative, that as parents you are working extremely hard to
provide the support, alongside class teachers, that your children need to continue learning and making progress at this most
difficult of times.
The most important aspect for us as a school, is that the lines of communication continue, if we are aware of an issues or
problems arising, we can work with you as families to resolve them, bespoke to your needs.
Please do not hesitate to contact your child’s class teacher, or anyone of the team at any time. All email addresses are
shared in the weekly newsletter and as always, we will endeavour to respond to you in a timely and helpful manor.
Thank you for your continued support,
Miss T Prickett and The Reddings Team
Head Teacher
working in partnership to promote
excellence in teacher education

